


Even as hundreds of millions of people visit social networks on a daily basis, and “social media” becomes 
a business buzzword, email remains the #1 way we communicate online today. Facebook may boast 1 
billion friends, but 1.4 billion people use email—more than the populations of America and the European 
Union combined.

The ease, directness, versatility and cost-effectiveness of email are unmatched. You can communicate with 
one person, your entire mailing list, or any number of individuals in between. You can jot off a quick note, 
or transmit texts of virtually unlimited length. You can send attached documents. You can send images. You 
can send sound files.

You can send video.

Email provides an inexpensive and endlessly adaptable medium for marketing your business or service. 
   In this day and age, an effective email marketing plan is absolutely critical to your brand’s success. And 
        where other companies have stumbled in their attempts to combine the benefits of email marketing 
             with the expressive power and immense popularity of video, Talk Fusion has created several 
                  solutions that combine the best of both worlds.
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WHAT IS EMAIL MARKETING?

Most people use email every day, whether to keep in touch with friends and loved ones, correspond with co-
workers, or receive news from the lists and services to which they have subscribed. In other words, they use 
email to create and maintain relationships. 

At its core, Email Marketing is simply adapting the opportunities email provides for creating and 
maintaining relationships to your business. The possibilities are endless: Introducing new products or services. 
Thanking loyal customers for their patronage. Offering exclusive deals. Soliciting feedback from your customer 
base. In a successful Email Marketing program, all of your email communications will inform, engage, 
satisfy and even entertain your customers, making them feel like a valuable part of the community that has 
grown around your brand.

No matter how you direct your Email Marketing efforts, it all begins with a contact list. Email 
Marketing initially targets recipients who have either heard of your business, already become a customer 
of your business, or are interested in learning more about your business. You can build your list in various 
ways—among the most popular are physical sign-up forms and online lead capture forms like Talk 
Fusion’s E-Subscription Forms, that can be posted on your website and social media pages. Once 
you have your list, you can engage all of your contacts, or specific groups within the list, with specifically 
targeted video messages. 

  Most serious businesses long ago abandoned the simple, boring text-based emails used 
        for personal communication in favor of the more fully featured templates created by 
   Email Marketing newsletter services. These services usually offer monthly rates 
     based on the size of your list and/or the frequency of your emails, 
          and provide customizable templates that allow you to add your 
              own text, images, photos and more—for instance, Talk 
      Fusion’s Video Newsletters are the first in the industry 
              to let you include video in your own unique email 
          newsletters. The variety and customizability of 
              these services and templates ensure that you 
              can brand your business the way you want, 
              catch the eyes of your recipients, and add to 
              your contact list when customers forward your 
              emails on to show their friends.
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EMAIL MARKETING & TALK FUSION

Talk Fusion’s Video Communication Products are designed not only to make all aspects of your 
Email Marketing program faster, easier and more efficient, but also to enhance your efforts by taking 
advantage of the nearly incalculable popularity of online video. Video captures your recipients’ attention and 
inspires engagement and response in a way that plain text, or even text and images, never will. It puts you in 
the room with your customers and prospects, lending a vibrant and personal touch to every interaction.

For example, when was the last time you got an unexpected and personal “thank you” from a business you 
patronize regularly, like your dry cleaner, your mechanic, or your dentist, other than the occasional obligatory 
seasonal holiday card? Just recording and sending off a quick Talk Fusion Video Email—letting a customer 
know you appreciate their business—can reap tangible rewards in terms of loyalty and referral business.

Reach out to your customer list whenever the mood strikes you with the Fusion On the Go Mobile 
App, whether it’s to touch base while it’s on your mind, or to share something you encounter on your travels 
that you know your customers might also appreciate.

With The World’s First Video Newsletters, you can truly brand yourself, and send content on multiple 
       subjects in a single transmission. Reward people for joining your contact list with a unique and beautiful 
               newsletter that includes your latest product, sale news, an exclusive special AND a video tutorial! 
                      There’s no end to the depth of engagement you can share, made all the more powerful by 
                          the addition of video.

   Prospective clients or customers can fill out your E-Subscription Lead Capture 
               Form at any time, day or night. Talk Fusion’s Video Auto 
           Responders automatically follow up for you with a Video 
        Email thanking your new lead for signing up, and letting them 
            know you will be reaching out to them again soon.

       Video is unarguably the future of business and 
              personal communication. Talk Fusion Video
        Communication Products position you ahead
        of the curve to enhance your Email Marketing
        campaigns by giving your customers what they
        want to see most— lively, personalized HD-
        quality video—quickly and easily.



BEST PRACTICES

• Personalization is key—if a message is only relevant to a certain portion of your customers, send it just to them 
and not to your entire list. When emailing individual customers, refer specifically to their last purchase, tune-up, 
meal at your restaurant, etc.

• When sending Video Emails and Video Newsletters, be brief. Try to keep your videos under 3 minutes if possible 
to keep the viewer’s attention.

• Always expand your Email Marketing efforts into social media. Whenever you send a Video Email or Video 
Newsletter, include links to your social networks and be sure to share it to your social networks.

• Always expand your social media marketing efforts back into your Email Marketing efforts. Invite followers to 
visit your site and join your mailing list.

• Make sure you tailor your greeting, tone and content to your audience—for example, Video Emails and Video 
Newsletters to other businesses may need to be more formal than those sent to customers.

• Respect your customers’ privacy—Always be sure your entire mailing list is hidden from individual recipients.

• Never underestimate the value of including quotes and testimonials from satisfied customers.

  •     Keep your contact list up-to-date by removing “dead” emails and recipients who no longer wish 
         to receive Video Emails or Video Newsletters. This helps eliminate spam reports and complaints.

   •     Customers often join mailing lists to get special discounts, deals and offers. Give them 
            what they want! Offering exclusive deals to subscribers is a great way to 
      inspire customers to spread the word about your brand on their own.

      •     “Regionalize” your Video Emails and Video Newsletters to 
          individuals or customers in a certain area by mentioning 
        local weather, sports teams, etc. 

        •     HAVE FUN! The goal is to engage your customers. 
              Many of them will enjoy the same things you do. 
              Be creative. Set yourself apart and reap the rewards!
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